Chromatic properties of the retinal afferents in the thalamus and the tectum of the frog (Rana temporaria).
In order to clarify physiological mechanisms underlying colour-specific visually guided behaviour, we measured spectral sensitivities of On-fibres projecting to the thalamus and class 2 and 3 fibres passing to tectum opticum. In addition we recorded responses of these fibres to moving coloured papers with known spectral reflectancies. The latter method, here called paper colourimetry, allowed us to change the relative stimulations of the blue-, green- and red-sensitive photoreceptors in any direction desired. Under the photopic conditions used the tectal fibres were driven exclusively by red-sensitive receptors, while the thalamic fibres received strong On-inputs from both red- and blue-sensitive receptors. Due to a partly antagonistic interaction between these inputs the On-fibres acted in a dichromatic way, responding with specific extended low-frequency discharges to all relative increases in blue receptor stimulation, e.g. to a great reduction in red stimulation combined with unchanged blue stimulation. Thus they have functional characteristics which could serve a visual system showing colour constancy.